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UAE National Smart Mobility strategy is among various international (SDG 11) and national efforts defining the strategic direction for the UAE.
“By 2030, the United Arab Emirates will be among world leading countries in Smart Intermodal Mobility”
UAE National Smart Mobility – Objectives

- **SAFE**
  “Drive safer journeys”

- **SUSTAINABLE**
  “Empower climate-friendly mobility”

- **EFFICIENT**
  “Optimize transport monitoring and operations”

- **RELIABLE**
  “Guarantee reliable mobility services”

- **SEAMLESS**
  “Enrich user happiness”
UAE National Smart Mobility Vision

“By 2030, the United Arab Emirates will be among world leading countries in Smart Intermodal Mobility”

Safe | Sustainable | Efficient | Reliable | Seamless

Compatible Infrastructure | Integrated Mobility Systems | Dynamic Policies and Regulations

Governed Collaboration | Inspired Capabilities | Comprehensive Transformation
Moving forward, the defined objectives will be realized through the expansion of Smart Mobility solutions and services across the UAE.
With sustainability as a key objective of the strategy, we aspire to reap some of the advantages of Smart Mobility in combatting climate change.
The UAE, like many others, aspires to realize the benefits of smart mobility in combating climate change.

How can we all maximize the use of technology and innovation to empower climate-friendly mobility?